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Installation Instructions for

Mona Lisa Picture Light 700DEMNLS__
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920MONA

G P I :ENERAL RODUCT NFORMATION

This product is suitable for indoor dry locations only.

Minimum volume of the electrical box must be 6 cubic

inches (98 cubic centimeter).

M L P LONA ISA ICTURE IGHTS

Installing the Fixture (Canopy Installation)

The picture light bracket should be mounted right above

the electrical box.

Hold the picture light canopy against the electrical box

and mark the bracket holes (1-1/4" apart) on the wall.

With a hammer tap the anchors at the marked points

into the wall up to the threaded portion.

Screw the anchors in the rest of the way with a Phillips

screwdriver.
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For canopy installation see section 1.

For plug installation see section 2.

Mount the picture light bracket on the anchors with the

two #8 screws.
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Adjust the picture light height by loosening the two

#6-32 set screws on the front of the picture light

bracket with the 1/16 Allen wrench.

Slide the arms to desired height and tighten the two

#6-32 set screws with the 1/16 Allen wrench.
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Mount the canopy to the electrical box with the two

long #8-32 screws.

NOTE: Before making electrical connections, use the

provided universal round crossbar if the canopy

holes do not line up with the electrical box holes.
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Connect the black driver wire to the hot power line wire

with a wire nut.

Connect the white driver wire to the neutral power line

wire with a wire nut.

Connect the fixture to a suitable ground in accordance

to local electrical codes.

Place the driver, all wires, and wire nut connections into

the electrical box.
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Connect the fixture cords to the fixture arms.

Feed the fixture cords through the canopy, then place

the canopy against the electrical box and determine

wanted length of cord.

Once wanted length has been determined, trim the

cords leaving enough to make electrical connections.
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Hang the picture wire in the picture hanging slot on the

picture light bracket.
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Choose a place on the cord where the switch is to be

mounted.

With a sharp knife cut about a 1" slot in the cord web.

Make sure not to nick the insulation on either wire.

Cut the smooth wire in half.
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Loosen the screw on upper half of the switch to remove

the nut on the lower half.

Place the cord in the lower half of the switch (the half

without the wheel). The cut wire runs through the

center of the switch.

Press both halves back together. Replace the nut in the

lower half and tighten the screw on upper half so that

the sharp pointed prongs in upper half of the switch

pierce the wire insulation and make contact inside.
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Installing the Fixture (Plug Installation)

Hold the picture light against the wall and mark the

bracket holes (1-1/4" apart).

With a hammer tap the anchors at the marked points

into the wall up to the threaded portion.

Screw the anchors in the rest of the way with a Phillips

screwdriver.

Mount the picture light bracket on the anchors with the

two #8 screws.
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Adjust the picture light height by loosening the two

#6-32 set screws on the front of the picture light

bracket with the 1/16 Allen wrench.

Slide the arms to desired height and tighten the two

#6-32 set screws with the 1/16 Allen wrench.
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SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS!
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Determine wanted light direction and set by tilting the

handle bar up or down.
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CAUTION: Fixture will be hot. Do not touch any

other surface of the fixture. Only use handle bar to

tilt the lamp and change light direction.

HANDLE BAR

Use the provided cable clips onto the wall to dress the

cord.
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Hang the picture wire in the picture hanging slot on the

picture light bracket.

Plug the transformer to the 120 volt power outlet.
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Adjusting the Head
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Connect the fixture cords to the fixture arms.13
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NOTE: The handle bar may be removed for aesthetic

purposes. After setting light direction, remove the

handle bar by unscrewing it counterclockwise.


